
Stewardship Essentials



*On one side, write what 
Stewardship is

*On the other side, write what 
Stewardship is not

Fold a page in half vertically
( 2 minutes)



Why is stewardship the topic of a 
workshop you are attending?



Health Requires Focus



Focus on the Environment



Which Are You?

Bad Hotel Good Hotel



Which Are You?

Clean Tank Dirty Tank



*What are the most important factors to 
consider in the Church environment?

*On a scale of 1-10 where are you?

Environment



*Walk through your building
*Ask people about your ministry
* Pay attention to Sunday morning
* Check the temperature of relationships
* Congreagational care
* Sense of purpose
* Joy of being together

Environment



Focus on the Vison



*What mission are you on?
*What are you trying to accomplish ?
*Who are you trying to serve?
*How are you trying to serve them?

Mission



We choose to be a vital Christ-
centered church for all people in our 

community.

Vision



*What is your plan?
* Identify
*Goals
*Strategies
*Timelines

Questions from Investors



Focus on Generosity



* Preaching on this topic?
*Having conversations about this topic?
* Leading financial campaigns?
* Following best practices?

Why don’t pastors like:



Change the words



This is a DISCIPLESHIP issue
not a 

budget issue



*What do we want people to know 
about generosity?
*Why is this word helpful?
*Name three ways your church is 

generous.

Generosity



*Biblical
*Theological
*Sociological
*Personal

Generosity



* Intentional Teaching: time, talent, 
treasure
*Easy ways to sign up
*Estimate of Giving Cards
*Testimonies

Generosity



44.8% of Americans gave $0
41.3% gave less than 2%

76% gave no time 
(Science of Generosity Survey)

Why are people not generous?



*Make generosity a personal value
*Offer them a worthy investment for 

generosity
* Identify the competition for generosity
* Enable them to become generous
*Help them plan their generosity

How can we help them?





Focus on Transparency



*How will I get the update?
*Communications
*Enote - 52
*Council reports – 9-12
*Giving update – 4
*Special Thanks – 1 

Questions from Investors



*Can I trust you with my money?
*Best practices

*Will you do good well?
*Outcomes

Questions from Investors





Questions?



3-2-1 

*3 items you found interesting
*2 items you want to check out
*1 thing you will do in July


